SATBUSS Minutes, October 4th 2023

Attending: Sebastian Butler, Jens Christian Felumb, Emil Ulrik Gregersen, Fie Crusell Pedersen, Oliver Krancher, Irina Papazu, Anna Elizabeth Thomsen, Anne Jensen (secretary)

- Approval of agenda
- Election 2023

  Input on how to reach out and promote SATBUSS for the coming election.
  - Reach out to students in the lectures – attend a lecture or ask teachers to add a slide on SAT to their lecture slides.
  - Awareness about both SAT and BoS – make the students aware of what they do and what possibilities they create.
  - Add information on the structure of SAT and BoS in relation to the rest of ITU.
  - Current student representatives can also run for re-election and are encouraged to do so, since it creates continuity and helps new student representatives.

- News from Board of Studies
  - GBI Revision was approved.
  - Programme specific ILOs for bachelor projects and theses was approved.

- News from the programmes
  - GBI
    - Revision approved and implementation has begun. Oliver and Anne have talked to the communication department and will be working on promoting the new structure in a new way since the themes on each year will no longer be part of the structure – instead we are looking at representing the three pillars of GBI on each semester and using visual components to specify these subjects in relation to each course. The specifics are not yet determined.
    - Irina and Oliver are working on a new summer course on cybersecurity, for both bachelor and master students.

- DIM
• Oliver and Irina are still working on green competencies throughout the programmes and are talking to teachers about implementing these in the GBI and DIM courses.

• Process Innovation will be revised for next semester. In order to separate Process Innovation from GBI’s IT-enabled Process Improvement/Business Process Modelling and Automation there will be less focus on the technical component and more on the theoretical component and subjects such as: Design science research, quantitative methods and systematic literature review.

Comment: the difficulties of the many different types of students that studies DIM makes it hard to find the right balance in these types of courses. GBI students should not decide the focus of the courses, but they can give valuable perspectives when revising courses on DIM.

• ILM

• No one from ILM participated in the meeting.

• AOB

• Coffee talks in Analog.

• Would the BIT department researchers be interested in talking at Analog coffee talks? It would require a talk of about an hour about the research the person is doing. Following the talk it will be possible to have a discussion session or the like.

• Irina will send some suggestions from the BIT department’s research groups.

• Digital Data Analysis as elective for GBI students might no longer be a good fit, since the prerequisites are very vague and when taking the course the expectations are higher – when it comes to quantitative methods.

• Oliver and Anne will look at this course when deciding on electives for GBI students for Autumn 2024.